Abstract-To describe gene regulatory networks, this article takes the framework of the artificial genome model and proposes impulsive neural networks algorithm based on the artificial genome model. Firstly, the gene expression and the cell division tree are applied to generate spiking neurons with specific attributes, neural network structure, connection weights and specific learning rules of each neuron. Next, the gene segment duplications and divergence model are applied to design the evolutionary algorithm of impulsive neural networks at the level of the artificial genome. The dynamic changes of developmental gene regulatory networks are controlled during the whole evolutionary process. Finally, the behavior of collecting food for autonomous intelligent agent is simulated, which is driven by nerves. Experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm in this article has the evolutionary ability on large-scale impulsive neural networks.
INTRODUCTION
In 80s of the 20th century, after the fully connected neural network model American physicist Hopfield established and back-propagation algorithm (BP algorithm) Rumlhart proposed, the neural network research have a rapid development. Since neural networks have its unique massively parallel structures, distributed storage information and parallel processing features, it has good adaptability, self-organization and fault tolerance, stronger learning, memory, association and identification functions [1] . Currently, neural networks have been applied widely in many fields, like signal processing, pattern recognition, target tracking, robot control, expert systems, combinatorial optimization, forecasting systems and network management. Pulse neural network is artificial neural networks of the third generation after the perceptron of first generation as representation and followed the used continuous activation function of second generation. The method of time encoding is used for processing data, the time of impulses issued for a single neuron is used directly to transmit information, and thus relative to the first and second model, it is closer to biological neural systems and has stronger calculating power.
Although there is not enough understanding about brain, the study of how the neurons which compose neural system generates feelings, behaviors and advanced spirit activity has become the most fruitful achievements in scientific research fields. The brain is the integration of the nervous system's growth pattern, neuronal features, axon guidance, synapse formation and plasticity and a series of developmental stages, from the initial few embryonic cells to become neural precursor cells until the intelligent behavior comes out suddenly. Biological nervous system is a complex interconnection networks which is composed of a large number of neurons. According to statistics, the human brain has 1010 1011  neurons, each neuron interconnects with 103 105  other neurons via synapses, thus a very large and complex networks is constituted. In recent years, inspired by the evolution and development of biological neural networks, artificial evolutionary neural networks research increasingly attracted the attention of artificial intelligence [2] .
There are many species about neural network learning algorithm, such as: Hebb learning, BP learning, but these learning algorithms are based on the learning algorithm of error function gradient information. For those problems which are complex, or with the gradient information which is difficult to get, or impossible to obtain, the existing learning algorithms are useless on them, and these algorithms are easy to fall into locally optimal solution. There is not a systematic approach exist in neural network architecture design, the domain knowledge of problem areas expert is mainly still relied upon, require excessive human intervention and error adjustment process which experienced time-consuming. Evolutionary algorithm is a stochastic optimization algorithm that can simulate biological evolutionary process. Because of its good global search ability and the gradient information without error function, so it can evolve learning to the approximate optimal solution of the problem, and it became a powerful tool of search, optimization, machine learning and some of the design issues.
Regarding to the large-scale neural network evolution, researchers proposed the development algorithm. The development algorithm uses indirect encode from the genotype then developing and generating phenotype.
Developmental algorithm is applied to evolve neural network, it has the following advantages: (1) Neural network structure has a highly reproducible attribute, so that a small amount of gene can be expressed in a mass of neurons. By the development process, a smaller gene sequence is applied to be able to generate large-scale neural network; (2) Developing process is applied to be able to generate the network model and gradually differentiate. In the cerebral cortex, the different regions have different functions, but in fact they have similar substructure; (3) One small number of genetic changes can cause great changes in the structure of neural networks. Therefore, different types of network structure can be obtained with a small cost in the evolutionary process and accelerate the evolutionary process; (4) Developing process is conducive to the evolution of neural module structure. Each gene codes for a group of neurons, or a nerve module. During the evolutionary process, nerve module is used as a unit to do gene changes and function evaluation accordingly in order to accelerate the evolution speed of large-scale neural networks. In summary, the characteristic of developing algorithm is as one gene expresses in many different developmental stages for many times, it can do quick searches of large-scale neural networks in the smaller gene space. According to the expression difference of genotypes, developmental algorithm can be divided into grammar coding algorithm and gene regulatory networks algorithm [3] [4] .
Grammar encoding algorithm uses the grammar rule set which expresses the developing process to represents genotype, and generates neural networks by reusing grammar rules. Kitano first applied the evolvable grammar rewrite rules to study the evolution of neural network connection matrix, although the direct encoding algorithm is superior to it in performance, but in the aspect of applying grammar system to do neural networks evolution, the figure generative grammar Kitano proposed is a useful try. Gruau applied grammar tree to the development step code of neural network, each node in the tree grammar for a developmental instruction. Since the system guides single cell division and changes the cell connection to generate the neural network by development instruction, so it is called cell encoding algorithm [5] . For some existing problems on cell encoding algorithm, Luke and Spector put forward edge coding algorithm, and its network growth process mainly modifies by the edge of network rather than the nodes [5] [6] [7] [8] . Recently, Suchorzewski gave a developmental symbol coding algorithm which is similar to cell encoding, scalable and modular self-adaptive neural network are evolved [9] . Jung applied grammar which is irrelevant with context to represent neural development rule and connecting branch rules, then a neural network is generated which has a structure of hierarchical, modules, duplication and fractal connection structure by cell division tree. The advantage of grammar encoding algorithm is that developmental processes is controlled simply, neural networks is generated easily. However, the design and evolution of grammar rules is difficult, so the solution of complex problem is limited.
Gene regulatory network algorithms use the gene regulatory networks which control the developmental process to represent genotypes, generates neural networks through gene expression control cell division, differentiation and migration mechanisms. Dellaert and Beer applied Boolean function which is called operators to achieve gene regulatory networks, and the protein produced is used by the operator to control developmental process [10] [11] . Eggenberger applied string encoded based on template matching to represent gene regulatory networks, and introduced the protein which are able to make the cell dead, because cell procedural apoptosis is the basic mechanism of biological development [12] . Astor and Adami established growth models of neural network in a lower level, each cell moves under the action of the internal state and the external environment in two-dimensional plane, the cells may affect other cells by spreading chemicals to the external environment. In this framework, the neural network is formed by cell migration and growth of axons.
In their experiments, the application of hand-painted simulates the development and evolution of small-scale genome artificial neural network [13] . Recently, Federici and other people applied recurrent neural network to represent gene regulatory networks, compared with discrete Boolean function of Boolean networks, continuous function of recurrent neural network has a better adjustment features and rich neutral zone on genetic space search [14] . The impulse neural networks with fault-tolerant features are evolved by using this model; Khepera robot is controlled to perform simple navigation tasks [15] . The algorithm achieved the developmental process of embryo stage through replication process, but in each embryo stage, gene regulatory networks of control development controlling shows a fixed topology, while from the macroscopical time scale, biological gene regulatory network topology structure has dynamic change under the function of gene duplication and the disproportionation mechanism. This paper mainly made expansive and innovative work in the following areas:
(1) To describe gene regulatory networks, this article takes the framework of the artificial genome model and proposes impulsive neural networks algorithm based on the artificial genome model. Firstly, the gene expression and the cell division tree are applied to generate spiking neurons with specific attributes, neural network structure, connection weights and specific learning rules of each neuron. Next, the gene segment duplications and divergence model are applied to design the evolutionary algorithm of impulsive neural networks at the level of the artificial genome. The dynamic changes of developmental gene regulatory networks are controlled during the whole evolutionary process. Finally, the behavior of collecting food for autonomous intelligent agent is simulated, which is driven by nerves. The evolutionary capacity of the algorithms is validated under different-scale neural network, and the emergent affection for different coding Gene  1  0  2  2  0  1  0  3  2  3  0  1  0  2  0  1  1  2  0  3  1  0  2  2  1  3  1  1  2  2  Number of algorithms of gene regulatory networks is analyzed on autonomous agent intelligent behavior.
(2) In order to validate the proposed model based on artificial genome pulse neural network algorithm's correctness and validity further, the simulation experiment of same-size network and the different genes coding are compared. The simulation results show that: (a) Through evolving the different sizes of impulse neural networks, it is verified that the method has evolution capabilities on the large-scale impulse neural network; (b) By comparation and analysis on different encoding methods of gene regulatory network, it was found that the evolution capability of gene regulatory network model based on artificial genome encodes is better than recursive model gene regulatory networks with fixed topology.
II. ARTIFICIAL GENOME MODEL
Gene regulatory network use the human genome model encoding Reil proposed, artificial genome model contains a linear sequence composed a " base", and along the DNA is read from the５′ to 3' direction, the base is valued from the set
, four bases A, C, G and T of nucleotides in DNA are simulated. The gene of artificial genome is marked by a specific base sequence "0101", and the sequence is called a promoter, for simulating "TATA" sequence of biological genome. As the promoter is a random value from the set D then sequence "0101" is constituted, the probability of artificial promoter genome is 4 4 0.39% p  . Promoter is not allowed to be overlap with each other, such as the sequence "010101", only the sequence first four bases composed is the promoter.
The sequence is composed of G bases followed each promoter sequence is a gene, the length of the default value is 30 g  . Each gene encodes a protein, in the artificial genome model, protein is represented by the sequence which is composed of p bases, the default value of protein length is 6 p  , some of them are genetic codes protein, while others genetic codes transcripts factors to regulate the expression of other genes. In the model, the translation process from gene to protein is controlled by the majority rule. Table 1 shows an example that a gene translated into a protein, the gene is "102201, 032301, 020112, 031022, 131122", the protein is "031122".
In eukaryotic genomes, cis-regulatory elements of genes can be within its upstream, and downstream. In this model, the cis-regulatory elements only exist in the upstream sequences of the promoter. This simplification does not affect the basic characteristics of gene regulation. It is different from promoters and genes, cis-elements of DNA regulatory region is allowed to overlap with each other. If the first base of the regulatory sequences is "0 " or "1", the cis-regulatory elements is a repressors, transcription factors will inhibit gene expression; otherwise, the cis-regulatory element is an enhancer, transcription factor will enhance gene expression. Regulation intensity expresses real weights by translating the remaining sequences into the interval in   0, w , wherein W represents the interaction strength or weight scales of gene regulatory network model.
It is coded based on artificial genome models ( Figure 1  (a) ), the genetic system of control development is showed by the gene regulatory network which is composed of N nodes (Figure 1 (b) ). The network can be divided into 3 layers, the input layer composed by 
Therefore, the gene activity changes continuously in the interval [0,1], wherein 0 represents gene inactivation, and 1 means gene expresses completely.
For a randomly generated artificial genome, the distance between genes is an indeterminate value; it can only be approximate estimated. Since each promoter in the genome identify a gene, so the distance between genes meet the geometric distribution probability of probability t , according to the geometric distribution principle, the average distance between genes can be expressed as
However, the gene in model of artificial genome is not allowed to overlap, it must be considered the length of the gene and interface, the modified formula (4) Figure 2 shows an example of cell division tree. Initial embryonic cell divides at the first time in the horizontal direction and generates left and right daughter cells. In the 2nd division, the left daughter cells vertically divide, the right daughter cells vertically horizontally divide, four daughter cells produced totally. Sequentially do the 3rd and 4th division, the final cell division tree is generated. In the final cell division tree, there are eight differentiated cells in total. Figure 3 shows an example of the cell branch connection; source neuron connects the seven neuronal of target neuron group (gray area in the figure) by the branches connection rule.
IV. IMPULSIVE NEURAL NETWORKS ALGORITHM

A. Evolution Algorithm of Impulsive Neural Networks
Artificial genome increases dynamically under the function of replication and gene fragments disproportionation mechanisms, the corresponding gene regulatory networks change dynamically in the whole process of evolution. For the individual which need to be variable in the genome levels, apply single-point mutation operator with the probability of In the every generation of pulse neural network evolution, first of all, gene regulatory network of the artificial genome coding control, impulse neural networks are developed and generated, and the adaptation values of autonomous intelligence agent is assessed which is driven by nerve in the life cycle. Then, the next generation of individuals is produced under the function of genetic operators, the specific production process is: (1) According to the fitness of individuals, league selection mode is applied to select two individuals in the group; (2) For the selected two individuals, two-point crossover operator is applied to produce two new individuals; (3) For the two new individuals, single-point mutation operator and gene fragment replication and disproportionation operator are applied. In addition, in our evolutionary algorithm, the elite retention policies which have the elite ratio of 20% are used. Algorithm 2 shows the evolution algorithm of the impulse neural networks, individual genome length is l, transposon in genome is t , and population size is n .
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V. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Environment 1) Natural Scene
In order to simulate food-gathering behavior of autonomous intelligent agent, natural scene is represented as a 500 500  two-dimensional continuous field, and the relative sides connect with each other. Natural scene has two types of substances: food and poison, 50 foods and 50 poisons dispersed randomly in the natural scene, the size is 55  . Autonomous intelligent agent is in the center of the natural scene at initial time, the size is 55  . Figure 4 shows a simplified natural scene. 
2) Autonomous Intelligent Agent
Each autonomous agent contains a set of sensory neurons, motor neurons and an impulse neural controller, the impulsive neural controller is generated by gene regulatory networks of artificial genome coding through the development process. Autonomous agents can only feel a certain range of food and poison, the feeling range is expressed as a circular area of radius 30, then the feeling area is divided into a plurality of fan-shaped sub-regions. In order to have ability to distinguish between foods and poisons in each direction, each sub-region corresponds to a sensory input neurons and a motor output neurons. Figure 5 (a) and (b) represents a simple sensory-motor systems of an autonomous agent, each with eight sensory neurons and eight motor neurons. For impulse neural networks, simple frequency coding algorithm is used. Sensory neurons issue a certain frequency impulse sequence according to external environmental stimuli; motor neurons code the mode of autonomous agent motion per the frequency impulse issues. 
3) Fitness Function
Since adaptation value is only certainty index of the individual survival opportunity choice in populations, so the form of fitness function determines the evolution behavior of group directly. In the simulation, autonomous agents detect state at each time step according to its location information, if food is encountered, the adaptation value is increased; if poison is encountered, the adaptation value is reduced. Therefore, fitness function of autonomous agents can be expressed as:
B. Experiment Results And Analysis
For pulse neural network of autonomous agents, Table  3 , and it increases dynamically under the gene fragment copy and disproportionation mechanism. Figure  6 and Figure 7 shows a group size is 50, 100 generations is evolved, the average results after 10 runs.
1) Comparison of Network Size
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Each autonomous agent contains the sensorimotor system and pulse neural controller. Sensorimotor system is used for receiving external environmental stimuli and drives autonomous agents to do the corresponding exercise,
I
M feeling neurons of the input layer and O M motor neurons of output layer are mainly referred. Spiking neural controller connects as hidden layer with input layer and output layer neurons, it is mainly generated by gene regulatory networks of artificial genome coding through the development process, wherein the impulse neurons number H M is determined by developmental scale  . Figure 6 shows the evolution result of the different-size sensorimotor system and pulse neural controller, the data points in the figure represents the average fitness value of optimal autonomous agents in each generation during evolution. Figure 6 (a) represents the evolutionary result when the feeling motion system of autonomous agent is changing, the value for number of sensory neurons . It can be seen : (1) In a certain range, with the complexity of sensorimotor system increasing, the autonomous agents of neural drive is expressed as higher and higher fitness value; ( 2 ) While with the sensorimotor complicated further, due to the too small scale of pulse neural controller, the fitness value of autonomous agents reduced. In four different sensory-motor system sizes, the average fitness values of final evolved optimal autonomous agents were 0.887 , 0.930 , 0.955 and 0.846 . It can be seen from the above results: the algorithm this article proposed can evolve impulsive neural networks with different sizes and the nerve-driven autonomous agents is made to burst higher intelligent food-gathering behavior. That is, the evolved autonomous agents collect food as much as possible in the life cycle, but the poison is tried to avoid. Meanwhile, due to the application of gene replication and disproportionation model, the evolving artificial genome increases dynamically, the corresponding gene regulatory networks are gradually more complicated with evolutionary process. In the experiments, for different scale pulse neural network evolution, the artificial genome length difference of the optimal autonomous agents was not significant in the evolved termination generation; the average length is 18875 ± 6590. For large-scale neural networks, if the conventional direct coding algorithm is applied to evolve, such as 1000 neural networks need millions of genes to encode its connection information. It not only requires a lot of storage space, but also it is hardly able to be evolved efficiently due to the huge search space. The algorithm in this article by applying gene reusing mechanism, a gene can express in many different developmental stages and do quick search of large-scale neural networks in a smaller space.
2) Comparison of Different Genetic Code
To test the influence by different coding algorithm of gene regulatory network on impulse neural network evolution performance, the recursive gene regulatory networks with a fixed topology structure is used as Figure  1 in the spiking neural networks, it is the average fitness value of the optimal autonomous agents. As figure 7 (a) shows, under the function of the weight value replacing the values in the operator, the average fitness values of optimal autonomous intelligent agents that three recursive gene It can be seen after compared the results: (1) the evolution capability of recursive gene regulatory networks is lower than artificial genome model. The reason that artificial genome dynamically grow under the function of gene fragment replication and disproportionation mechanisms, and the topology structure and dynamic characteristics are represented which is similar to biological gene regulatory network by using its encoding gene regulatory network; (2) Recursive gene regulatory networks, the contained less regulatory nodes has higher evolutionary performance. Since the recursive gene regulatory networks which containing more regulatory nodes has larger search space, it needs more evolution to bring regulatory strength of mutant gene.
VI. CONCLUSION
The brain which was obtained by the natural evolution contains billions of neurons and trillions of neural connections, and showed complex intelligent behavior. Inspired by the evolution and development of biological neural networks, artificial evolutionary neural network research increasingly attracted the attention of artificial intelligence. To describe gene regulatory networks, this article takes the framework of the artificial genome model and proposes impulsive neural networks algorithm based on the artificial genome model. Firstly, the gene expression and the cell division tree are applied to generate spiking neurons with specific attributes, neural network structure, connection weights and specific learning rules of each neuron. Next, the gene segment duplications and divergence model are applied to design the evolutionary algorithm of impulsive neural networks at the level of the artificial genome. The dynamic changes of developmental gene regulatory networks are controlled during the whole evolutionary process. Finally, the behavior of collecting food for autonomous intelligent agent is simulated, which is driven by nerves. Experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm in this article has the evolutionary ability on large-scale impulsive neural networks. Experimental results demonstrate:(1)The algorithm was verified that it has the ability of evolution on large-scale impulse neural networks by evolving the different-scale of impulse neural networks; (2) After different coding algorithms of gene regulatory networks are compared and analyzed, it was found that evolution ability of gene regulatory networks based on artificial genome encodes is better than recursive gene regulatory networks model with fixed topology.
